G is universal: Any separable Lindenstrauss space X is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace X <= G with a contractive projection P : G-> X ( [9] , [6] ).
Furthermore G is opposite to the class of separable C(K)-spaces. There is another interesting property of G :
For any smooth points x , y e G there is a linear isometry T from G onto G with T(rc) == y . {x e G is smooth point if \\x\\ = 1 and there is only one x* e G* witĥ )= l=||^|).
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In their last remark the authors of [5] point out that here the analogy between G and A(S) = {f: S -> R | f affine continuous} seems to break down.
The purpose of this note is to show that under the aspect of rotation properties there is still some kind of analogy between G and A(S).
Take SQ e ex S and consider Ao(S;^)={/"6A(S)|/^o)=0}, for any normed space X let B(X) == {x e X | ]|a;|| < 1} and &B(X) = {x e X | [|a;|| == 1}. In particular
8B(A(S))+={/-e&B(A(S))|/^ 0}
We show:
are smooth points of A(S). Then there is an isometric isomorphism
Let /'e?)B(Ao(S;5o))+ and g e bB(Ao(S; s^)) so that neither g ^ 0 nor g ^ 0 hold. Then there is no isometric isomorphism T from A(S) onto A(S) with T{f) = g.
(c) TAe elements f e Ao(S; ^o), 50 that f , 1 -/* are smooth points of A(S), /brm a den^e subset of bB(Ao(S; 5o))+ .
The proof of the Theorem which is based on a method used in [5] and [7] is a consequence of the following lemmas and proposition 6. From now on let SQ e ex S be fixed and set Ao(S) == Ao(S; So). We shall retain a notation of [5] :
By a peaked partition we mean positive elements LEMMA 1.
-Let E , F <= A()(S) fee /mite dimensional subspaces so that E is a positively generated l^-space. For any s > 0 there is a positively generated l^-space E c: Ao(S) so that E <= fi and int {\\x -y\\ \ y e fi} ^ s||^|| /or aH ^ e F .
Proof. -We may assume without loss of generality that F is spanned by positive elements. Let {e^ ...,^} be the peaked partition which spans E . Add CQ as above. By [3] Theorem 3.1. there is ^ ^ E <= A(S) with E c: E and int {\\x -y\\ | y e E} ^ s\\x\\ for all x e F . Hence E is positively generated by a peaked partition of unity {fo,fi, . . . Remark. -If we omit « S ^ < 1 » then the above i==l corollary is no longer true (see [7] , remark after the corollary Now, if we take e^^ e A(S,^o) and suppose that there is 0 e exB(Ao(S, So)*) with ^{e^^) = 0 then there must bê i e ex S with s-^ 7^ So so that ^1,1(^1) == 0 , which is a contradiction. This concludes our above remark.
PROPOSITION 6. -Let S be the Poulsen simplex and s , 5 e ex S . Consider x e A(S, s) and y e A(S, 5). Then there is an isometric (linear and order-) isomorphism T :
Ao(S, s) -> Ao(S, 5) (onto) with T{x) == y . 
We proceed by induction : Let {x^ \ n E N} be dense in X and let {y^ \ n e N} be dense in Y . Assume that Finally go back to (*) and repeat everything with E^ and F,. instead of E^ and F^, respectively. By (3) and (3') we obtain e,^ = lim 6^$ /;,, == lim^; i < M , n e N;
y-x» y->oo which are elements of peaked partitions with e i,n == e i , n+1 ~T ^ , n e n+l, n+1 $ /i, n = fi, n+1 1~ ^i, n/n+1 , n+1 M; n e N; ^,1 = y; ^.i = o; ((2) and (2')). From (4), (10) and (3), (3') we infer that closed span {/^ | i ^ n$ n e N} == Y and closed span {e,;^ [ i < n\ n e N} = X .
We define an isometric isomorphism T : Ao(S;^) -> Ao(S$5) by T(^. ,)==/;.,$ i ^ n; neN. D Proposition 6 establishes the assertion (a) of the Theorem if we extend T isometrically on A(S) by defining T(l) = 1 .
Proof of (fc) : Let u, P e ex S so that g(u) > 0 and g(^) < 0 . If there were an isometric isomorphism (onto) then in view of Lemma 5 there would be g e &B(Ao(S;5i)) with g{u) > 0 and g(^) < 0 so that g{s) ^ 0 for all s e S; s ^ s^ . But
